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The membrane bioreactor (MBR) has been widely
applied in wastewater treatment and reuse. However,

inevitable membrane fouling, consequently leading to
a decline in membrane permeability and an increase in

operational cost , is still the major obstacle that
hampers further development of MBR technology..

Due to the complexity of MBR systems and various
wastewaters to be treated, the complex relationship of
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those fouling factors is still not clear. A better
elucidation, clarifying the key fouling factors, will
help in defining the optimum approach to mitigate
membrane fouling in an MBR system.
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It is reasonable to consider that the EPS content

would be a probable index for membrane fouling by
means of SEM images, EDX analysis and FTIR
spectra.

The qualitative analysis further verified that the EPS
accumulated on the membrane surface, especially the

proteins, were of great importance for the TMP
increment and membrane fouling.
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In order to achieve a longer membrane life, the MBR was
optimized according to a model proposed by Chisti and MooYoung (1993) and Li et al. (2000)



As a result, the TMP of the MBR system still increased, but
slowly, indicating that the optimization could significantly
mitigate membrane fouling.



The content of protein accumulated on the membrane surface
also increased slowly, implying that the optimization played a
crucial role in slowing down the increasing rate of EPS content
(mainly the proteins content) of the fouling layer.
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Microbial community evolution was monitored and analyzed.

Results revealed that low community shift occurred during the
whole operational period. Geobacter sp. and Rhodocyclales sp.,

which has also been identified by other authors in a petroleum
refinery wastewater membrane bioreactor or an infiltration basin

receiving highway runoff, dominated in the MBR system

throughout. Comamonas sp. was thought to accommodate the
low aeration rate in this study, while Rhodocyclales sp. preferred
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the higher aeration rate.
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